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CITY OF ALBANY  

CITY COUNCIL (WORK SESSION) 

Council Chambers 

Monday, May 10, 2010 

4:00 p.m. 

 

MINUTES 

 

 

CALL TO ORDER 

 

Mayor Sharon Konopa called the meeting to order at 4:03 p.m. 

 

ROLL CALL 

 

Councilors present: Councilors Dick Olsen, Jeff Christman, Bill Coburn, Bessie Johnson, and Ralph Reid, Jr. 

 

Councilors absent: Councilor Floyd Collins  

 

ROLL CALL 

 

Konopa said that Councilor Floyd Collins asked to be excused from this work session. 

 

BUSINESS FROM THE PUBLIC  

 

There was no business from the public. 

 

VETERANS ADMINISTRATION HOUSING PROGRAM FOR HOMELESS VETS 

 

Lisa Wheeler and Susan Harrison represent the Community Reintegration Service Center (CRSC) for the Department 

of Veterans Affairs (VA).  The CRSC is located in Eugene and helps to administer the Housing and Urban 

Development Veterans Affairs Supportive Housing (HUD VASH).  The program is seeking homeless veterans in Linn 

and Benton Counties for housing opportunities.  They have 35 housing vouchers for this area and have begun to screen 

vets who may be eligible.  They are also in Corvallis, at Project Action, by the Starbucks on 4
th
 Street and Madison 

Avenue.  Harrison manages the intake process and Wheeler will be working with Albany Helping Hands.  They will 

attend the HEART to Heart Resource Fair as well. 

 

Harrison said their outreach covers southern Oregon and Roseburg.  Outreach in the Albany-Corvallis area is in its 

infancy.  Harrison said there are many definitions of “homeless.”  Veterans Affairs defines it as a vet who does not 

have a lease or mortgage in their name.  Harrison said they are also trying to change some of the language and gave 

several examples.   

 

The assessment given to vets is based on seven domains and takes about an hour.  In November, the head of the VA 

spoke to 1,200 workers gathered in Washington DC to lay out a five-year plan to end homelessness. After the initial 

assessment step, the VA makes referrals.  They have a grant for dental and a grant for per diem housing for up to one 

year.  They also help vets who want to return to college.   

 

HUD VASH targets those with some kind of income and in need of case management.  The longevity and intensity 

varies for case management.  If Wheeler and Harrison can show there is a need in the Albany-Corvallis area, the 

funding resources would increase.  

 

Wheeler is looking specifically for landlords that are willing to accept Section 8 housing clients.   

 

Wheeler used the whiteboard to draw the Department of Veterans Affairs hierarchy and gave details about how each 

branch works.  

 

Councilor Ralph Reid Jr. said he has been contacted by vets who are looking for a ride to the VA hospital in Salem.  A 

reservation for a ride has to be made two months in advance.  He asked Wheeler if this program could help.  She 

replied that the program Reid referred to is operated by volunteers and they set their own standards.  She is, however, 

trying to find volunteers to help transport vets to their doctors.  They have had luck in Corvallis and hope to in Albany 

as well. 

 

Wheeler had two handouts: a brochure on HUD VASH (see agenda file) and an outreach flyer (see agenda file). 

 

Councilor Dick Olsen asked, is the number of vouchers based on the population?  Wheeler said right now it is grant-

based but as they do assessments they will get firmer numbers and can secure more support.  She said that the sobriety 

requirement is a challenge. 

 

Konopa suggested they contact Albany Partnership for Housing.  They take vouchers and have 133 rental units. 

 

Wheeler and Harrison asked for those interested in starting up a network to contact them. 
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PUBLIC SCULPTURE AT TAKENA PARK AND CARNEGIE LIBRARY 

 

Parks & Recreation Director Ed Hodney said public sculptures have been proposed for the Takena Park Wading Pool 

and the Downtown Carnegie Library.  Library Director Ed Gallagher was also in attendance.  Both proposals are 

endorsed by community activists John Boock and Matt Bennett, and local artist Raymond Hunter.   

 

Hodney said there is no money to replace the wading pool at Takena Park.  They plan to do a fundraiser to cover the 

cost of the sculpture and water elements.  They also need to identify a way to deliver, distribute, and dispose of the 

water.  The sculpture is a full-size rendition of a log rolling contest from the Timber Carnival.  This $65,000-70,000 

custom piece would be at the center of the pool and the water features would be engineered around it.   

 

Hodney said at the neighborhood meetings, neighbors clarified that they want the pool to be proportionate to the size 

of the neighborhood size.  They do not anticipate nor want to draw large crowds.   

 

The second sculpture will be at the Carnegie Library.  The money to pay for it has already been designated from a 

private donation.  The purpose of the trust was to design and distribute sculptures that pay tribute to education and the 

teaching profession.  The Carnegie Library was identified as the most appropriate location.  The sculpture incorporates 

educational history and Albany’s history.  The Library Commission has reviewed it.   

 

Konopa said Albany is fortunate to have high-end art work in our downtown.  This is by a renowned artist. 

 

Boock explained that Matt and Janelle Bennett are interested in the historical Timber Carnival and liked the idea of 

honoring it with the Takena Park wading pool sculpture.  The sculpture features a father and daughter participating in 

a log rolling contest.  

 

Matt Bennett spoke briefly about the sculpture and how the Timber Carnival, in many ways, defines Albany. 

 

MOTION:  Councilor Bessie Johnson moved to accept the proposed sculpture for the corner of the Carnegie Library 

and Reid seconded it.   

 

Olsen asked if the Landmarks Advisory Committee (LAC) has reviewed it yet.  Hodney said no, but it could be 

presented to them for a formal opinion.  Olsen would like their opinion since it is a modernistic piece that would be in 

our historic downtown.   

 

Olsen wants the Council’s approval to be subject to LAC approval.  The motion-maker and the seconder of the motion 

agreed to include that in the motion.   

 

VOTE:  A vote was taken on the motion to accept the proposed sculpture for the corner of the Carnegie Library 

subject to the Landmarks Advisory Committee’s approval and it passed 5-0. 

 

Konopa asked staff to explain the options for water distribution.  Recreation Programs Manager Rob Romancier said 

the most popular option is to spray the water onto the outlying grass; however it requires that the water be treated 

before spraying.  He is researching the cost.  

 

Hodney said the next step is to present the proposed sculpture to the Takena neighborhood.   

 

The consensus of the Council was to move forward with the concept for the water sculpture. 

 

Konopa said the art piece is very fitting, and thanked Boock. 

 

Johnson is concerned about the cost and hopes the fundraising is sufficient. 

 

CHANGES TO TAXI REGULATIONS 

 

City Attorney Jim Delapoer said that in December 2008, staff recommended the City remove itself from taxi 

regulations; however the Council directed staff to evaluate additional regulations instead.   

 

Delapoer pointed out that this is the only private business the City regulates.  Staff researched how other cities handle 

taxi regulations and has drafted an Ordinance for Council consideration.  It retains insurance requirements but expands 

on licensing and background for the operator as well as vehicle safety as directed by Council in December.   

 

Delapoer said the City does not have an obligation to guarantee vehicle safety; he is concerned that if the City starts to 

regulate it then it assumes that responsibility.  If the Council does choose to regulate vehicle safety, there are two 

options:  a City-designated taxi inspector, secured by going out to bid and a subsequent contract; or require the taxi 

company to get a certified inspection.  With the latter the City would have less liability if an inspector misses 

something, but also would have less control.  On the other hand, using a City-designated inspector creates higher risk 

for litigation.  To illustrate his point, Delapoer gave an example of an accident involving a taxi where it could be 

argued that the City’s inspector missed something.   

 

Delapoer added that liability insurance limits need to be in place. 
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Delapoer said that the Council of Governments (COG) has a program that oversees medical transport for customers by 

participating vendors, when funding is available.  He doesn’t think Albany’s taxi program will conflict with the COG, 

but non-duplication of services should be explored.  

 

Phil Warnock, Transportation Brokerage Manager for COG, distributed information about the Cascades West Ride 

Line (see agenda file).  He gave history about how COG started the service on behalf of Department of Human 

Services (DHS).  They found that supply and demand far exceeded their estimates for use of the program.  COG has a 

contractual relationship with the medical transport vendors and they must meet state requirements in order to get the 

funding from DHS through COG.  Their contracts include individual requirements, such as defensive driving training, 

first aid-CPR training, and sensitivity training.  They also have specific insurance requirements including workers’ 

compensation.  The vehicles are required to have certified mechanical inspections and additionally, COG does an 

equipment check.  They have a maintenance schedule and are subject to an audit at anytime.  The contracts include a 

mechanism for separation. 

 

Warnock said he does anticipate an impact to the community if the City continues to regulate medical transport.  COG 

has 25 active transport companies with 63 vehicles and 216 drivers.  He applauds the City for being involved but 

cautions that the scope has grown.  He suggested criteria for issuance that would meet the need but limit the impact on 

the City.  It would be a good idea for the City’s regulations to coincide with Ride Line.  Discussion followed. 

 

Delapoer said the Council needs to identify what they want the City of Albany taxi certificate, affixed to the vehicles, 

to mean to the public.  For example, does it simply mean they have a taxi license, or does it also mean the City 

guarantees the vehicle?  Discussion followed. 

 

Councilor Jeff Christman is in favor of getting out of the taxi business.  City Manager Wes Hare said in his experience 

the complaints come from competing companies, not from taxi customers. 

 

Councilor Bill Coburn asked what other cities do.  Delapoer said it varies from being very involved to no 

involvement.  Larger cities may be more involved but they require intensive staff time.  Smaller cities cannot afford the 

time it takes for staff to regulate taxis.  Delapoer is worried about taking on a responsibility for something that is not 

the City’s, but if it is going to happen, then it needs to be done well, which could be expensive.   

 

Reid asked, can Albany make medical transport vendors meet the same requirements as Ride Line?  Delapoer said the 

City’s could be the default; if a vendor met COG certification that would substitute for our requirements in getting a 

City license.   

 

Johnson thinks the City should not regulate too much other than doing background checks on the drivers. 

 

Delapoer said currently the only requirement the City has is for proof of insurance and a City license.  The draft 

ordinance language adds that they have driver background checks and car safety certification. 

 

Olsen said that a year ago, when the Council directed staff to look into more regulations, the City wasn’t in the 

financial pinch they are now.  He thinks the City should get out of regulating taxis altogether. 

 

MOTION:  Johnson moved to leave the current language intact and Coburn seconded the motion.  The motion failed 

3-2 with Reid and Olsen voting no.  It takes four votes of the Council to decide any question so this motion will come 

back to the next meeting when all members are present. 

 

COUNCILOR COMMENTS 

 

Reid will be absent for the Wednesday, May 12, 2010, Regular Session. 

 

CITY MANAGER REPORT 

 

Hare said it has been 18 years since a comprehensive review of the Albany Municipal Code has been done.  Now 

would be an appropriate time to look at it in some depth.  Staff and Delapoer will begin reviewing it. They will not be 

reviewing the Development Code. 

 

Hare said that he will be meeting this week with representatives from several large businesses to look at the possibility 

for cooperative energy saving projects for the industrial sector.  Our role as the City is to help facilitate and possibly 

secure some grant funding. 

 

Hare will give a presentation about his trip to Ethiopia at the Library at 6:30 p.m. 

 

Finance Director Stewart Taylor said the 2010-11 Proposed Budget is now available and is also online. 

 

Smith said that over 300 volunteers have committed so far to the Big Pick Up scheduled for May 15, 2010.  

It should be a remarkable turnout. 
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ADJOURNMENT 

 

There being no other business, the Work Session adjourned at 5:40 p.m. 

 

 

 

Respectfully submitted,  Reviewed by, 

 

 

Mary A. Dibble, MMC Stewart Taylor 

Deputy City Clerk Finance Director 
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